
The Lake Isle of Innisfree

by William Butler Yeats

I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree,

And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles made;

Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for the honey-bee,

And live alone in the bee-loud glade.

And I shall have some peace there, for peace comes dropping slow,

Dropping from the veils of the morning to where the cricket sings;

There midnight’s all a glimmer, and noon a purple glow,

And evening full of the linnet’s wings.

I will arise and go now, for always night and day

I hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore;

While I stand on the roadway, or on the pavements grey,

I hear it in the deep heart’s core.
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hive for the honey bee
lake water lapping with low sounds
What others alliterations can you find? How do they affect the sound of the poem?

Take a tour of the Isle of Innisfree:
The poem is filled with strong imagery of the island. Does the language of the poem
reflect what you see in the video?
Why does Yeats long to return to Innisfree?

"The Lake Isle of Innisfree" is one of Yeats' most often quoted and memorized poems. It is an
example of the poet's involvement in the Celtic Revival in poetry, which rejected English styles
of poetry and, instead, drew on Irish influences.

POETIC DEVICES: Quatrains & Alliteration

Quatrains: The poem is broken into three stanzas. Each stanza has four lines, which is a type
of stanza called a quatrain. 

Alliteration: The poem contains multiple instances of alliteration, which is when beginning
letter sounds of words are group together (or nearby). Read the poem again and listen for
these alliterations:

TOPIC TO EXPLORE: Innisfree

The Isle of Innisfree is a real place! This small, uninhabited island is located in a freshwater
lake in County Sligo, Ireland, where Yeats spent many summers during his childhood. 

William Butler Yeats, also known as W. B. Yeats, was born in Ireland in 1865. Although his
family moved to England when he was young, Yeats maintained a strong sense of Irish
nationality, which greatly impacted his works of poetry, plays, novels, and other stories. He 
 eventually returned to live in Ireland and was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1923. 
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ABOUT THE POET

POETIC DEVICES & TOPICS TO EXPLORE

OTHER POEMS TO READ

"Sailing to Byzantium" by William Butler Yeats
"An Old Woman of the Roads" by Padraic Colum

https://youtu.be/l9YykzLSukw
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We hope you enjoyed this Poem of the Month!

Ideas for using this monthly resource at home:

Benefits of reading & memorizing poetry:

Connect with other families using Poem of the Month with this hashtag on social media:

#LTLpotm

More ways to explore great literature:

Favorite Poetry Books:

Book Guides & More:

Book Finder Search Tool:

www.learningthroughliterature.com/poem-of-the-month-free-monthly-resource/
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https://www.learningthroughliterature.com/book-finder/?fwp_book_genre=poetry
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